Tuesday 21 June 2016

Media release
Important message for patients of Peter MacCallum
Cancer Centre
Victoria’s Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre will complete the transfer of the majority1 of its patient
services from its current site in East Melbourne to its new home within the $1 billion Victorian
Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC) building, this Friday 24 June 2016.
Peter Mac cares for some 31,000 cancer patients who together make more than 100,000 visits to its
East Melbourne site over the course of a year. Three in four patients (75%) who visit Peter Mac’s
East Melbourne site for treatment come from across metropolitan and suburban Melbourne. The
remaining 25% travel in from regional and rural Victoria (see over page for detailed breakdown).
Peter Mac Chief Executive Dale Fisher says it is important that our community is aware and
understands the details of the move.
“Thousands of patients, their families and loved ones from across our city and state come to Peter
Mac in East Melbourne each week for highly specialised cancer care, which in some cases involves
several hours of travel and overnight stays,” Ms Fisher says.
“We want our community to know we are moving to a new location, which is still in central
Melbourne but now on the northern edge of the city centre, at 305 Grattan Street, right opposite
the Royal Melbourne Hospital.
“Our priority is to ensure that our patients do not miss any of their appointments or face delays in
treatment. Appointments currently scheduled for East Melbourne, will automatically transfer to the
same time and date at our new home.
“Carefully planning visits and allowing adequate time to get to Peter Mac’s new home will be
important for patients and visitors coming to the new centre for the first time.”
Peter Mac is sending all patients with future appointments information on how to access the new
building and transport options available to them. In case we do not reach all our community, Peter
Mac will provide a regular bus service for people who inadvertently arrive for appointments at the
old location from Friday 24 June 2016.
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Patients can contact Peter Mac on either 03 9656 1111 or from 24 June 2016 on the new number
03 8559 5000.
Total Peter Mac patient visits2 2015
= 103,997

Inpatient stays

Outpatient appointments

All Metro

16,786 (75.0%)

60,597 (74.3%)

All Regional

5,600 (25.0%)

21,014 (25.7%)

Total

22,386

81,611

Northern Metropolitan

4,162 (18.6%)

15,357 (18.8%)

Southern Metropolitan

4,948 (22.1%)

16,291 (20%)

Western Metropolitan

4,153 (18.6%)

15,737 (19.3%)

Eastern Metropolitan

3,523 (15.7%)

13,212 (16.2%)

Gippsland

1,704 (7.6%)

6,276 (7.7%)

Loddon Mallee

1,629 (7.3%)

5,916 (7.2%)

Hume

1,257 (5.6%)

4,733 (5.8%)

Grampians

521 (2.3%)

1,908 (2.3%)

Barwon South West

489 (2.2%)

2,181 (2.7%)

Metro breakdown

Regional breakdown

1

The majority of Peter Mac’s cancer services, including for all inpatient and outpatients, will be fully
operational from the new building from Friday 24 June 2016. Youth cancer services at OnTrac at Peter Mac will
remain at East Melbourne until August.

2

Figures for inpatient visits not individual patients. Many patients make several visits over the course of their
cancer treatment.

For more information contact:
Danny Rose, Media and Content Manager on 0407 250 088
Lydia Richards, Change and Communication Manager on 0418 572 402
Julie Bissinella, Executive Director, Communications on 0478 199 791
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